Abstract. This paper presents a new technique for optimizing formal analysis of propositional logic formulas and Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulas, namely the formula simplification table. A formula simplification table is a mathematical table that shows all possible simplifications of the formula under different truth assignments of its variables. The advantages of constructing a simplification table of a formula are two-fold. First, it can be used to compute the logical influence weight of each variable in the formula, which is a metric that shows the importance of the variable in affecting the outcome of the formula. Second, it can be used to identify variables that have the highest logical influences on the outcome of the formula. We demonstrate the effectiveness of formula simplification table in the context of software verification by developing efficient framework to the well-known decentralized LTL monitoring problem.
Introduction
This paper describes several new techniques to improve formal analysis of both propositional logic formulas and Linear temporal logic formulas. The new presented improvement techniques are mainly based on the notion of formula simplification table. A formula simplification table is a mathematical table that shows all possible simplified forms of the formula under different truth assignments of its variables. Constructing a simplification table of a formula has several advantages. First, it can be used to compute a logical influence weight of each variable in the formula, which is a metric that shows the importance of the variable to the outcome of the formula. Second, it can be used to identify variables in the specification that have the highest logical influence on its outcome. Third, it can be used to synthesize Boolean expressions for sets of configurations (i.e., assignments of variables) that yield the same simplified formulas of the original formula. Hence, formula simplification table can be used to optimize existing solutions of several fundamental software verification problems.
However, the scalability of formula simplification table requires controlling the size of the formula (i.e., the number of variables in the formula), as the size of the table grows exponentially with respect to the number of variables. To address this issue we present an algorithm for reducing large formulas to a simplified form by detecting and contracting variables whose logical influences on the outcome of the formula are equivalent. Instead of using specialized heuristics to control formula size, we present a systematic approach for simplifying LTL formulas that identifies variables with equivalent logical influences on the outcome of the formula. Hence, simplifications we perform in this paper cannot be obtained by detecting duplicates, syntactic contradictions or tautologies.
The presented simplifications are mainly based on the observation that most of large formulas contain variables with equivalent logical influences, and therefore one needs not to consider all the variables in the formula when constructing a formula simplification table. It is possible then to construct much smaller formula sufficient to prove the original property. In particular, given an input formula ϕ, our simplification technique produces a simplified formula ϕ ′ while reducing and contracting variables whose logical influences on the outcome of the formula are equivalent. Then some sound logical extension rules are applied to draw valid conclusions about the original formula.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of formula simplification table in the context of software verification by developing efficient solution to the well-known decentralized LTL monitoring problem. In decentralized LTL monitoring problem, a set of processes cooperate with each other in order to monitor a global LTL formula, where each process observes only subset of the variables of the main formula. The problem is to allow each process to monitor the formula through communicating with other processes. The goal is then to develop a solution that allows processes to detect violation of the global formula as early as possible and with least communication overhead. We develop an efficient solution to the problem by synthesizing efficient communication strategy for processes that allows them to propagate their observations in an optimal way.
The Decentralized LTL Monitoring Problem
A distributed program P = {p 1 , p 2 , ..., p n } is a set of n processes which cooperate with each other in order to achieve a certain task. Distributed monitoring is less developed and more challenging than local monitoring: they involve designing a distributed algorithm that monitors another distributed algorithm. In this work, we assume that no two processes share a common variable. Each process of the distributed system emits events at discrete time instances. Each event σ is a set of actions denoted by some atomic propositions from the set AP . We denote 2 AP by Σ and call it the alphabet of the system. We assume that the distributed system operates under the perfect synchrony hypothesis, and that each process sends and receives messages at discrete instances of time, which are represented using identifier t ∈ N ≥0 . An event in a process p i , where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is either -internal event (i.e. an assignment statement), -message sent, where the local state of p i remains unchanged, or -message received, where the local state of p i remains unchanged.
Since each process sees only a projection of an event to its locally observable set of actions, we use a projection function Π i to restrict atomic propositions to the local view of monitor M i attached to process p i , which can only observe those of process p i . For atomic propositions (local to process p i ), Π i : 2 AP → 2 AP , and we denote AP i = Π i (AP ), for all i = 1...n. For events, Π i : 2 Σ → 2 Σ and we denote Σ i = Π i (Σ) for all i = 1...n. We assume that ∀ i,j≤n,i =j ⇒ AP i ∩ AP j = ∅ and consequently ∀ i,j≤n,i =j ⇒ Σ i ∩ Σ j = ∅. That is, events are local to the processes where they are monitored. The system's global trace, g = (g 1 , g 2 , ..., g n ) can now be described as a sequence of pair-wise unions of the local events of each process's traces. We denote the set of all possible events in p i by E i and hence the set of all events of P by E P = n i=1 E i . Finite traces over an alphabet Σ are denoted by Σ * , while infinite traces are denoted by Σ ∞ .
Definition 1.
(LTL formulas [17] ). The set of LTL formulas is inductively defined by the grammar
where X is read as next, F as eventually (in the future), G as always (globally), U as until, and p is a propositional variable.
Definition 2. (LTL Semantics [17] ). Let w = a 0 a 1 ... ∈ Σ ∞ be a infinite word with i ∈ N being a position. Then we define the semantics of LTL formulas inductively as follows
We now review the definition of three-valued semantics LTL 3 that is used to interpret common LTL formulas, as defined in [5] . The semantics of LTL 3 is defined on finite prefixes to obtain a truth value from the set B 3 = {⊤, ⊥, ?}.
Definition 3. (LTL 3 semantics). Let u ∈ Σ
* denote a finite word. The truth value of a LTL 3 formula ϕ with respect to u, denoted by [u |= ϕ], is an element of B 3 defined as follows:
According to the semantics of LTL 3 the outcome of the evaluation of ϕ can be inconclusive (?). This happens if the so far observed prefix u itself is insufficient to determine how ϕ evaluates in any possible future continuation of u. Problem 1. (The decentralized monitoring problem). Given a distributed program P = {p 1 , p 2 , ..., p n }, a finite global-state trace α ∈ Σ * , an LT L property ϕ, and a set of monitor processes M = {M 1 , M 2 , ..., M n } such that -monitor M i can read the local state of process p i , and -monitor M i can communicate with other monitor processes.
The problem is then to design an algorithm that allows each monitor M i to evaluate ϕ through communicating with other monitor processes. The problem can be studied under different settings and different assumptions. However, in this work, we make a number of assumptions about the class of systems that can be monitored in our framework.
-A1: the monitored system is a synchronous timed system with a global clock; -A2: processes are reliable (i.e., no process is malicious).
It is interesting to note that the synchronous assumption imposed in our setting is by no means unrealistic, as in many real-world systems, communication occurs synchronously. We refer the reader to [6, 8] in which the authors discussed a number of interesting examples of protocols for safety-critical systems in which communication occurs synchronously.
Detecting Variables with Equivalent Logical Influences
In this section, we discuss techniques that can be used to detect variables in a Boolean formula or in an LTL formula whose logical influences on the outcome of the formula are equivalent. Given a formula ϕ with a set of propositional variables prop(ϕ) = {a 1 , ..., a n }, we ask the following questions:
1. Does ϕ contain variables whose logical influences on the outcome of the formula are equivalent? 2. Can we develop tests to extract variables with equivalent logical influences? 3. Can we assign a value (a logical influence measure) to every variable in ϕ, corresponding to its importance in affecting the outcome of the formula? 4. Can we identify the variable that have the highest logical influence on the outcome of the formula ϕ?
First we need to define what it means for variables to have equivalent logical influence. Consider the following simple propositional logic formula ϕ = (a ∨ (b ∧ c)). Do variables a and b have equivalent logical influence? Do variables b and c have equivalent logical influence? Which variable has the highest logical influence on the outcome of ϕ? The answers to these questions depend on how the formula ϕ is simplified under different truth assignments of its variables. A simplification table for the formula ϕ = (a ∨ (b ∧ c)) is given in Table 1 . Before proceeding further, let us summarize the basic rules that one needs to follow when construction a simplification table of a formula.
-Truth values of variables are taken from the truth domain B 3 = {?, ⊥, ⊤}.
-Only variables with known truth values will be substituted in the formula. 
The simplification table provides a rich source of information about the structure of formula and its simplifications under different truth assignments of its variables, that is not available from other data structures. In addition to providing key information about the importance of each variable in the formula, the table also allows one to detect variables with equivalent logical influence and configurations that lead to the same simplified formula. We first discuss the following two new notions: (1) variables with equivalent logical influences, and (2) the influence weight of a variable on the outcome of the formula.
Definition 5. (Variables with equivalent logical influences). Two variables in a formula are said to be equivalent in their logical influences on the outcome of the formula if under the same truth assignment they yield formulas with identical syntactic structure. Let ϕ be a formula and prop(ϕ) be the set of variables in ϕ. We say that the two variables a, b ∈ prop(ϕ) have equivalent logical influences on ϕ (denoted as a ≡ b) if the following condition holds
where prog(ϕ, a = v) is a function that returns a new formula of ϕ after substituting the truth value of a in ϕ and rename(prog(ϕ, b = ⊤), a, b) is a function that replaces all instances of a in prog(ϕ, b = ⊤) to b (i.e., changing the name of the variable a to b). For example, prog((a ∧ b), a = ⊤) = b and
From the simplification table of ϕ = (a ∨ (b ∧ c)) ( Table 1 
Definition 6. (Influence weights of variables).
The influence weight of a variable in a given formula is a metric that shows the importance of the variable in affecting the outcome of the formula. It can be computed from the simplification table of the formula. Let ϕ be a formula and prop(ϕ) be the set of variables of ϕ and a ∈ prop(ϕ). The influence weight of the variable a (denoted as IW ϕ (a)) can be computed by taking the ratio of the number of formulas in the simplification table that a appears in (let us denote by f a ) to the number of truth combinations of the variables in which a has unknown truth value (a =?) (let us denote it by C a=? ). Hence, IW ϕ (a) can be computed as follows
From Table 1 we note that IW ϕ (a) = 8 9 , IW ϕ (b) = 4 9 , and IW ϕ (c) = 4 9 . It is easy to see that the variable a has higher logical influence on the outcome of the formula than both b and c. This can be shown from the value of the influence weight of a which is larger than the weights of both b and c. Note that the larger the influence weight of the variable, the more important the variable (i.e., the variable has higher influence on the outcome of the formula). As we discuss later there are several factors that can affect the influence weight of a variable in a given formula: (a) the number of times the variable appears in the formula, (b) the logical connectives used in the formula, and (c) the length of the formula.
Definition 7. (Equivalent configurations).
Let ϕ be a formula with a set of propositional variables {a 1 , ..., a n }. We say that the two configurations O = (a 1 = v 1 , ..., a n = v n ) and
.., a n = v ′ n ) are equivalent if they lead to the same simplified formula, where
. Formally, we say that the two configurations O and O ′ are equivalent if
The simplification table of a formula can be used also to derive Boolean formulas characterizing the conditions under which the main formula can be simplified into some specific formulas. Deriving such Boolean formulas can be very useful for certain problems in formal verification such as the decentralized LTL monitoring problem, where processes can use such formulas to determine the minimal set of variables whose truth values need to be propagated. For example, for the formula ϕ = (a ∨ (b ∧ c)) one can see from the simplification table of ϕ that there are multiple configurations that lead to the same simplified formula. For instance, there are five different configurations that simplify the formula to the atomic formula φ = a. One can then derive a Boolean formula characterizing the cases under which ϕ can be simplified to φ, which will be in this case B φ = (b + c). Note that B φ is given here in its simplest form.
The technique can be used also for LTL formulas to compute the influence weights of variables in a given LTL formula. Note that for propositional logic formulas, we call the table as simplification table since the formula gets simplified once we substitute a truth value of a variable in the formula (i.e., the size of the formula is reduced). This is not always the case for temporal formulas, as the formula may be expanded at each state of the trace to express sets of obligations (requirements) that the system should fulfill for the remaining part of the trace. We therefore call the table as progression table rather than simplification table  when 
Progressive formula 
Since we mainly use the progression table to measure the influence weights of the variables to the outcome of the formula, we choose to restrict the temporal operators to specific time step t ≥ 0 and use the classical expansion rules to express the semantics of the operators (i.e., F (a) ≡ a ∨ XF (a)). It is interesting to note that restricting temporal operators to specific time step does not harm the analysis, it just simplifies it. From the definition of influence weights (see Definition 6) it is sufficient then to consider the temporal operators at single step to compute the logical influence of variables to the outcome of the formula.
However, before constructing a progression table for the formula we use Definition 5 to detect variables in the formula whose logical influences on the outcome of the formula are equivalent. This would help to reduce the size of the table. Using Definition 5 we conclude that a ≡ b and c ≡ d but a ≡ c. We therefore have two sets of variables whose logical influences are equivalent: E 1 = {a, b} and E 1 = {c, d}. In this case we do not need to construct a full progression table for the formula as IW ϕ (a) = IW ϕ (b) and IW ϕ (c) = IW ϕ (d). We only need to compute the influence weights of the variables a and c.
From the progression table of the formula ϕ = F (a∧b)∨G(c∧d) ( Table 2) we can see that the variables a and b have higher logical influences on the outcome of the formula than the variables c and d, where IW ϕ (a) = IW ϕ (b) = 27 27 = 1
and
66. This is mainly due to the semantics of the operators F and G and that the subformulas F (a ∧ b) and G(c ∧ d) are connected using the logical connective ∨. This leads to the conclusion that the set of logical and temporal operators used in the formula affect the weights of the variables.
Observation 1 It is possible to have a variable in an LTL formula ϕ whose influence weight is one. For example, for the formula F (a ∧ b ∧ c) we notice that a ≡ b ≡ c and that
In addition to the length of the formula and the set of logical and temporal operators used in the formula, the number of times the variable appears in the formula can affect its influence weight on the outcome of the formula. Let us consider the following example to demonstrate this.
Example 1. Consider the following LTL formula
Using Definition 5 we see that the formula ϕ has no variables with equivalent logical influences, where a ≡ b and a ≡ c and b ≡ c. Note that even the variables a and b appear within the scope of the F operator and the variables a and c appear within the scope of the G operator. This is simply because the variable a appears twice in the formula which makes it the most important variable in the formula. However, it is not possible to detect equivalent variables in large formulas using the progression table due to the memory explosion problem (i.e., the size of the table grows exponentially w.r.t. the number of variables). It is therefore necessary to develop an algorithm that can be used to detect equivalent variables. Since we deal with formulas with Boolean variables which take only two possible truth values, we can then develop an efficient algorithm for detecting equivalent variables in a given formula as shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm takes advantage of the fact that the relation ≡ is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive. for each aj ∈ (V arϕ \ ai) do 6:
if prog(ϕ, ai = ⊤) = rename(prog(ϕ, aj = ⊤), ai, aj) ∧ 7:
prog(ϕ, ai = ⊥) = rename(prog(ϕ, aj = ⊥), ai, aj) then 8:
add aj to E k 10:
remove aj from V arϕ 11:
Equiv := true 12:
end if 13:
if Equiv = true then 14:
add ai to E k 15:
Equiv := f alse 16:
end if 18:
end for 19: end for Algorithm 1: Algorithm for detecting variables with equivalent logical influence
Simplifications
When some variables are shown to be equivalent in their logical influences w.r.t. the outcome of a formula, then some of these variables can be replaced by one representative. We now describe the basic steps that can be followed to simplify a formula that contains variables with equivalent logical influences.
1. Detect sets of variables in the formula whose logical influences on the outcome of the formula are equivalent. This can be performed using Def. 5. 2. Fix the names of some variables (maybe 2-3 variables) in each derived set while replacing the names of the other variables to one of the fixed names. 3. Reconstruct the formula using the new set of variables names. This yields a formula with redundant variables. 4. Simplify the resulting formula by eliminating redundant variables.
The resulting simplified LTL formula has the same syntactic structure as the original formula but in a reduced form, as the number of variables in the simplified formula is less than that of the original formula.
Example 2. Consider the following LTL formula
Clearly, the formula contains variables whose logical influences are equivalent. To detect variables with equivalent logical influences we use Definition 5. According to Definition 5 the formula ϕ has two sets of variables with equivalent logical influences: E 1 = {a 1 , ..., a n1 } and E 2 = {b 1 , ..., b n2 }. Suppose that we choose to maintain the variables a 1 
The formula ϕ ′ contains redundant variables and hence can be simplified to
In this case, we reduce the number of variables in the formula from (n 1 + n 2 ) to 4 variables. Such simplification helps to construct efficiently a simplification table for ϕ R and draw some valid conclusions about ϕ as we shall discuss later.
The above described simplification rules lead to reduce the size of formulas which contain variables with equivalent logical influences from n to (n − (
where n is the number of variables in the main formula, and k is the number of sets of variables whose logical influences are equivalent.
From Simplified Formula to Original Formula
We now describe the basic steps that can be followed to draw correct logical conclusions about the original formula from the results obtained of the simplified formula. Given an LTL formula ϕ we simplify ϕ to ϕ R by detecting and contracting variables with equivalent logical influences as described at Section 4. Note that the simplified formula ϕ R contains only subset of the variables of the original formula and hence conclusions derived from the simplified formula need to be extended while considering missing variables in the original formula (i.e., variables that are in the original formula but not in the simplified formula).
1. Construct a progression table for the simplified formula ϕ R . 2. Compute influence weights of the variables in the simplified formula ϕ R . 3. Synthesize Boolean formulas for sets of configurations in the progression table of the formula ϕ R that yield the same LTL formula. 4. Extend influence weights of the variables to the original formula ϕ. 5. Extend sets of synthesized Boolean formulas to the original formula ϕ.
Note that steps (1-3) of the above procedure can be performed as described in the previous section. We now describe how steps (4-5) can be implemented by developing rules for extending logical conclusions derived from the simplified formula. Let B φ be a Boolean formula synthesized from the progression table of the formula ϕ R for sets of configurations that yield the LTL formula φ. The general form of the Boolean formula B ϕR φ can be expressed as follows
where each term T i has the form (V ) (a product of a set of variables), where V is a set of propositional variables from prop(ϕ). Let {E 1 , ..., E k } be the sets of variables with equivalent logical influence extracted from the formula ϕ. Note that for each set E i we maintain only two variables in the simplified formula. Let us denote the variables maintained from the set E 1 by a 1 and a 2 which we will use to formalize the extension rules given below. Extending sets of Boolean formulas from the simplified formula to the original formula can take one of the following forms: (i)
then add all variables in E 1 that is not in the short formula ϕ R to V . (c) if none of the variables in E 1 appears in the terms of B ϕR φ then the formula B ϕR φ needs not to be extended with respect to the set E 1 . 2. When variables a 1 and a 2 appear in the formula φ. We have two case here (a) if variables a 1 and a 2 appear in the formula φ but none of them appears in the terms of the formula B ϕR φ . In this case, we need to extend the formula φ by adding all variables in E 1 that are not in ϕ R to φ while preserving the syntactic structure of the formula φ. Proof. The proof of the Theorem can be constructed by case analysis, where the shape (the syntactic structure) of the Boolean formula determines the way the formula will be extended. Let ϕ be an LTL formula and ϕ R be a simplified form of ϕ obtained by detecting and contracting equivalent variables in ϕ as described at Section 4. Let E = {a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n } be a set of variables of ϕ whose logical influences on the outcome of ϕ are equivalent. Suppose that we maintain two variables from E in the simplified formula ϕ R , let us denote them by a 1 and a 2 . Let B φ be a Boolean formula synthesized from the progression table of ϕ R that we aim to extend to the original formula ϕ. Note first that the general form of the Boolean formula B φ can be expressed as follows
where each term T i has the form (V ) (a product of a set of variables), V is a set of propositional variables from prop(ϕ), and φ is an LTL formula. From the syntactic structure of the formula B φ , one can see that the extension of B φ to the original formula can take one of the following forms: (i) extending B φ by adding new variables to some terms in B φ , and (ii) extending B φ by adding new terms to B φ . The extension of B φ depends on the way the variables a 1 and a 2 appear in B φ , since the other variables that are not appeared in the simplified formula are equivalent to variables a 1 and a 2 in their logical influences on the outcome of the formula. There are two main cases to consider here 1. when none of the variables a 1 and a 2 appears in the formula φ. In this case, the extension of B φ depends on the appearance of variables a 1 and a 2 in B φ . The extension will be proceeded in an iterative way by examining the terms of the formula B φ . For this case, there are several sub-cases to consider (a) if there exists a term T i in B φ where both variables a 1 and a 2 are in T i .V then the variable a 3 must be added to the list V , where a 3 is a variable in the original formula but not in the simplified formula whose logical influence to outcome of the formula is equivalent to a 1 and a 2 . It is easy to see the soundness of this rule as a 3 ≡ a 1 ≡ a 2 . (b) if there exists a term T i in B φ where only variable a 1 or a 2 appears in T i .V . Then a new term will be added to B φ with the same syntactic structure as T i while replacing the instance of a 1 or a 2 by a 3 . Again this is due to the observation that a 3 ≡ a 1 ≡ a 2 and hence they have the same logical influence on the outcome of the formula. (c) if neither a 1 nor a 2 appears in any of the terms in B φ . Then obviously none of the missing variables that have equivalent influence on the outcome of the formula ϕ will appear in the terms of B φ .
2. when variables a 1 and a 2 appear in the formula φ. There are two cases here (a) if a 1 and a 2 appear in φ but none of them appear in B φ . In this case the variable a 3 must be added to formula φ, where a 3 is a variable in the original formula but not in the simplified formula whose logical influence on outcome of the formula is equivalent to a 1 and a 2 . However, since a 1 and a 2 do not appear in B φ then B φ needs not to be extended w.r.t. E. (b) if a 1 and a 2 appear in φ and appear in B φ . In this case the formula B φ will be extended into two steps: (i) variable a 3 must be added to formula φ, and (ii) the terms of B φ will be extended using rules 1(a) and 1(b). This is mainly because a 3 ≡ a 1 ≡ a 2 and hence they have equivalent logical influence on the outcome of the main formula.
Note that we synthesize Boolean formulas only for sets of configurations in formula progression table that yield same LTL formulas, and hence lot of configurations will not be considered when extending formulas. We consider here the cases that maybe encountered during analysis. The extension rules are in general straightforward rules as we deal with variables whose logical influences on the outcome are equivalent. However, one may need to develop further rules depending on the syntactic structure of synthesized Boolean formulas from simplified formula. We now discuss some basic properties of influence weights of variables and some useful lemmas that can be used to simplify the computation of influence weights of variables in formulas with large number of variables.
Definition 8. (Properties of influence weights of variables.) Let ϕ be an LTL formula with set of variables prop(ϕ) = {a 1 , ..., a n }. The basic properties of logical influence weights of {a 1 , ..., a n } can be summarized as follows 1. for any variable a i ∈ prop(ϕ) we have 0 ≤ IW ϕ (a i ) ≤ 1. 2. when a i ≡ a j then IW ϕ (a i ) = IW ϕ (a j ) but the converse in not true. 3. when IW ϕ (a i ) > IW ϕ (a j ) we say that the variable a i has higher logical influence on the outcome of ϕ than the variable a j . 4. when IW ϕ (a i ) = 1 we say that a i is a variable of weight one in the sense that a definite truth value of ϕ cannot be obtained without knowing a i .
Variables of weight one are key variables in the formula as satisfaction/falsification cannot be determined without knowing their truth values. Therefore, variables of weight one should receive higher priority than variables of weight less than one when considering solutions that are sensitive to variable ordering. For example the size of a Boolean Decision Diagram (BDD) for a given Boolean function is sensitive to the ordering of the variables in the BDD. Lemma 1. Let ϕ be an LTL formula with a set of propositional variables prop(ϕ) = {a 1 , ..., a n }. Let also ϕ R be a simplified version of ϕ computed as described at Section 4. Then when IW ϕR (a i ) = 1 we have IW ϕ (a i ) = 1 as well.
Proof. From the definition of influence weighs of variables (Definition 6) and that IW ϕR (a i ) = 1 we notice that the presence of all variables in the formula ϕ R do not affect the weight of the variable a i . That is, the variable a i appears in all simplified formulas in the progression table of ϕ R that result from the truth combinations in which a i =?. Note that the formula ϕ R is a simplified version of ϕ (ϕ R has the same syntactic structure of ϕ but in a short from) in which two variables from each list of variables with equivalent logical influence from the formula ϕ are maintained. Let E k be a list of variables with equivalent logical influence derived from the formula ϕ and that variables b 1 , b 2 ∈ E k have been chosen to be maintained in ϕ R . It is easy to see that adding any new variable b j ∈ E k to ϕ R such that b j ≡ b 1 ≡ b 2 will not affect the influence weight of a i as b 3 has equivalent logical influence to b 1 and b 2 and hence IW ϕ (a i ) = 1.
Theorem 2. Let ϕ be an LTL formula with a set of propositional variables prop(ϕ) = {a 1 , ..., a n }. Let ϕ R be a simplified formula of ϕ computed as described at Section 4. Suppose that all variables in ϕ have equivalent logical influence on the outcome of ϕ and that IW ϕR (a n−1 and hence D = 3 regardless of the syntactic structure of the formula. This is mainly because the variables take their truth values from the truth domain B 3 = {⊥, ⊤, ?}. Note that since all variables in ϕ have equivalent logical influence on the outcome of the formula then ϕ can be simplified to a formula ϕ R with only two variables, let us denote them by a 1 and a 2 . However, since the progression table grows exponentially w.r.t. the number of variables and that all variables in the formula ϕ have equivalent logical influence (i.e., a 1 ≡ a 2 ≡ ... ≡ a n ) then it is easy to see that IW ϕ (a 1 ) = N n−1 3 n−1 , where N is the numerator of IW ϕR (a 1 ) and n is the number of variables in ϕ.
Lemma 1 states that variables of weight one do not get influenced by adding more variables to the formula as long as the syntactic structure of the formula is preserved. On the other hand, Theorem 2 states that for formulas whose variables are equivalent in their logical influences then the influence weights of these variables can be computed in a straightforward way using the formula
, where a i is a variable in ϕ, N is the numerator of the fraction IW ϕR (a 1 ) and n is the number of variables in the original formula ϕ.
Example 3. Consider the following LTL formula
Note that ϕ has two sets of variables with equivalent logical behavior: E 1 = {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 } and E 2 = {b 1 , b 2 , b 3 , b 4 }. Using the simplification rules described at Section 4 we can simplify ϕ to ϕ R = F (a 1 ∧ a 2 ) ∨ G(b 1 ∨ b 2 ). The progression table of the reduced formula is given in Table 2 . We consider here the Boolean formulas for the the cases of configurations that lead to the simplified formulas XF (a 1 ∧ a 2 ) and ⊤. The expressions can be given as follows
Extending the Boolean expression B ϕR (XF (a1∧a2)) to the original formula can be performed using rule 2(c), while extending the expression B ϕR ⊤ to the original formula can be performed using rule 1(b) which yield the following formulas
Note that the influence weights of the variables a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , and a 5 will be the same since their logical influences on the outcome of the formula are equivalent. From the progression table of the simplified formula we note that IW ϕR (a 1 ) = IW ϕR (a 2 ) = 1 and IW ϕR (b 1 ) = IW ϕR (b 2 ) = 0.66. From Lemma 1 we conclude that IW ϕ (a 1 ) = IW ϕ (a 2 ) = 1 and from Theorem 1 we conclude that
The great challenge in developing efficient decentralized framework for distributed systems is to decide: (i) which process communicates to which, (ii) when they communicate, and (iii) what they communicate. To address these challenges when monitoring a formula, we construct first a progression table for the monitored formula from which we compute the influence weights of each variable in the formula and derive some Boolean formulas for the sets of configurations that yield the same simplified LTL formula. The extracted information is used for two purposes: (i) to synthesize efficient communication strategy for processes, and (ii) to propagate observations of processes in an efficient way. For each process, we associate what we call process influence logical factor. Such factor can be computed according to the observation power of the process (i.e., the set of variables in the formula that are locally observable by the process).
Definition 9.
(Influence factors of processes.) Let P be a distributed system with n processes {p 0 , .., p n−1 } and ϕ be an LTL property of P that we seek to monitor in a decentralized fashion. Let p i ∈ P be a process with a set of atomic propositions AP i = {a 1 , ..., a k } and that AP i ⊆ prop(ϕ). The influence factor of process p i (denoted as IF ϕ (p i )) can be computed as follows
That is, the influence logical factor of a process can be computed by taking the sum of the logical weights of the variables observable by that process. Using Definition 9 we can then synthesize an efficient round-robin communication policy for processes according to their observation power. In our setting, processes with higher influence factor will receive higher priority in the order of communication. This is mainly because processes with higher influence factors they either observe larger number of variables of the monitored formula or variables with higher influence weights and hence their ability to simplify the formula are higher than those with lower influence factors.
Example 4. Suppose that we would like to monitor a formula ϕ = F (b ∨ (a 1 ∧ a 2 ∧ c)) and that we have three processes: process A with AP A = {a 1 , a 2 }, process B with AP B = {b}, and process C with AP C = {c}. To synthesize an efficient round-robin communication policy for processes we use Definition 9 to compute their influence factors. We first need to compute the logical influence weight of each variable in the formula. This can be computed by constructing a progression table for the formula ϕ. From the progression table of the formula we find that IW ϕ (a 1 ) = IW ϕ (a 2 ) = IW ϕ (c) = We now turn to discuss how processes propagate their observations during runtime verification. Instead of allowing processes to propagate their entire observations to their neighbor processes, they can take advantage of the constructed progression table of the formula to compute the minimal set of variables whose truth values need to be propagated. Note that in some situations it is sufficient for processes to propagate only a subset of their observations while allowing the receiving process to draw the same conclusion about the truth value of the monitored formula. Suppose for example that processes A and B monitor an LTL formula ϕ = F (a 1 ∧ a 2 ∧ b 1 ∧ b 2 ) and that process A observes a 1 and a 2 . Suppose that at some state s process A observes that a 1 = ⊥ ∧ a 2 = ⊤. Then A needs only to propagate the truth value of a 1 to B as this would be sufficient to allow
The advantage of synthesizing Boolean formulas characterizing the conditions under which the monitored formula can be simplified to certain formulas is that they can be used to compute the minimal set of variables whose truth values need to be propagated. As mentioned earlier, a Boolean formula is given as sums of products of the form B φ = (T 0 + T 1 + ... + T k ), where each term T i represents a condition under which the formula ϕ can be simplified to φ and has the form (V ) where V is a set of variables. Suppose that at some step s of the trace being monitored process A simplifies the monitored formula ϕ to formula φ using its observations. The question is then what A should communicate to its neighbor process (i.e., which variables whose truth values need to be propagated)? A simple procedure for computing the minimal set of variable can be developed by examining sets of synthesized Boolean formulas as described below.
1. Find all terms in the formula B φ which hold to true when replacing the variables in B φ by their definite truth values. Let us denote the set containing all the terms that hold to true in the formula B φ by L. 2. Find the term in L with the smallest corresponding V set, let us denote that set by V min . In this case, the variables in the set V min represent the minimal set of variables whose truth values need to be propagated.
Our decentralized monitoring algorithm consists of two phases: setup and monitor. The setup phase consists of the five steps described at Section 4. We now summarize the actual monitoring steps in the form of an explicit algorithm that describes how local monitors operate and make decisions: We now turn to discuss the basic properties of our decentralized monitoring framework. Let |= D be the satisfaction relation on finite traces in the decentralized setting and |= C be the satisfaction relation on finite traces in the centralized setting, where both |= D and |= C yield values from the same truth domain. Note that in a centralized monitoring algorithm we assume that there is a central process that observes the entire global trace of the system being monitored, while in our decentralized monitoring algorithm processes observe part of the trace, perform remote observation, and use the progression table of the monitored formula in order to setup an efficient communication strategy and to propagate observations in an optimal way. The following theorems stating the soundness and completeness of our decentralized monitoring algorithm.
Soundness means that all verdicts (truth values taken from a truth-domain)
found by the decentralized monitoring algorithm for a global trace α with respect to the property ϕ are actual verdicts that would be found by a centralized monitoring algorithm that have access to the trace α.
Completeness means that all verdicts found by the centralized monitoring algorithm for some trace α with respect to the property ϕ will eventually be found by the decentralized monitoring algorithm. The soundness and completeness of our monitoring approach can be inferred from the soundness of the progression table of a formula, Theorem 1, and the round-robin strategy.
Experiments
We have evaluated our monitoring approach against the LTL decentralized monitoring approach of Bauer and Falcone [6] , in which the authors developed a monitoring algorithm for LTL based on the formula-progression technique [4] . The formula progression technique takes a temporal formula φ and a current assignment I over the literals of φ as inputs and returns a new formula after acting I on φ. The idea is to rewrite a temporal formula when an event e is observed or received to a formula which represents the new requirement that the monitored system should fulfill for the remaining part of the trace. We also use the tool DECENTMON3 (http://decentmon3.forge.imag.fr/) in our evaluation, which is a tool dedicated to decentralized monitoring. The tool takes as input multiple traces, corresponding to the behavior of a distributed system, and an LTL formula. The reason for choosing DECENTMON3 in our evaluation is that it makes similar assumptions to our presented approach. Furthermore, DecentMon3 improves the original DecentMon tool developed in [6] by limiting the growth of the size of local obligations and hence it may reduce the size of propagated messages. We believe that by choosing the tool DECENTMON3 as baseline for comparison we make the evaluation much fairer.
We denote by BF the monitoring approach of Bauer and Falcone, and PDM our presented approach in which processes construct a progression table for the monitored formula which will be used to synthesize efficient round robin policy for processes and to propagate observations in an optimal way. We compare the approaches against benchmark for patterns of formulas [2] (see Table 3 ). In Table  3 , the following metrics are used: #msg, the total number of exchanged messages; |msg|, the total size of exchanged messages (in bits); |trace|, the average length of the traces needed to reach a verdict; and |mem|, the memory in bits needed for the structures (i.e., formulas plus state for our algorithm). For example, the first line in Table 3 Table 3 . Benchmarks for 1000 generated LTL pattern formulas (Averages)
Benchmarks for Patterns of formulas
We compared the two approaches with realistic specifications obtained from specification patterns [10] . Table 3 reports the verification results for different kinds of patterns (absence, existence, bounded existence, universal, precedence, response, precedence chain, response chain, constrained chain). The specification formulas are available at [2] . We generated 1000 formulas monitored over the same setting (processes are synchronous and reliable). For this benchmark we generated formulas as follows. For each pattern, we randomly select one of its associated formulas. Such a formula is "parametrized" by some atomic propositions from the alphabet of the distributed system which are randomly instantiated. For this benchmark (see Table 3 ), the presented approach leads to significant reduction on both the size of messages and the amount of memory consumption compared to the optimized version of BF algorithm (DECENTMON3).
Related Work
Finding redundancies in formulas has been studied in the form of vacuity detection in temporal logic formulas [15, 3] . Here, the goal is to identify vacuously valid subparts of formulas, indicating, for example, a specification error. In contrast, our focus is to reduce the complexity of the formula by detecting variables whose logical influences on the outcome of the formula are equivalent and then reduce the complexity of the formula by reducing number of variables. The goal is to analyze efficiently a simplified form of the formula and draw some correct conclusions about the original formula by applying some valid extension rules.
The problem of representing formulas compactly has received attention from many different angles. For example, BDDs attempt to represent propositional formulas concisely, but they suffer from the variable ordering problem and are prone to a worst-case exponential blow-up [7] . We believe that our approach based on formula simplification table can be used to optimize dramatically BDD construction of Boolean formulas, as it helps to identify variables with highest logical influences on the outcome of the formula. Furthermore, computing logical influence weights of variables in a formula can help to find an optimal variable ordering which can lead to the most compact representation of the formula.
Various simplification rules have also been successfully applied as a preprocessing step for solving, usually for bit-vector arithmetic [13, 14] . These rules are syntactic and theory-specific. In contrast, the technique described in this paper is not meant as a preprocessing step for solving and guarantees non-redundancy, it is rather a simplification technique for detecting and contracting variables with equivalent logical influences for the purpose of optimizing formal analysis of formulas by constructing simpler forms sufficient to prove the original property.
The literature on decentralized monitoring problem is a rich literature, where several monitoring algorithms have been developed for verifying distributed systems at runtime [19, 6, 8, 12, 18, 16] . We discuss here some interesting works on the problem and refer the reader to [11, 1] for a more comprehensive survey.
Bauer and Falcone [6] propose a decentralized framework for runtime monitoring of LTL. The framework is constructed from local monitors which can only observe the truth value of a predefined subset of propositional variables. The local monitors can communicate their observations in the form of a (rewritten) LTL formula towards its neighbors. Mostafa and Bonakdarpour [16] propose similar decentralized LTL monitoring framework, but truth value of propositional variables rather than rewritten formulas are shared.
The work of Falcone et al. [12] proposes a general decentralized monitoring algorithm in which the input specification is given as a deterministic finite-state automaton rather than an LTL formula. Their algorithm takes advantage of the semantics of finite-word automata, and hence they avoid the monitorability issues induced by the infinite-words semantics of LTL. They show that their implementation outperforms the Bauer and Falcone decentralized LTL algorithm [6] using several monitoring metrics.
Colombo and Falcone [9] propose a new way of organizing monitors called choreography, where monitors are organized as a tree across the distributed system, and each child feeds intermediate results to its parent. The proposed approach tries to minimize the communication induced by the distributed nature of the system and focuses on how to automatically split an LTL formula according to the architecture of the system.
El-Hokayem and Falcone [11] propose a new framework for decentralized monitoring with new data structure for symbolic representation and manipulation of monitoring information in decentralized monitoring. In their framework, the formula is modeled as an automaton where transitions of the automaton are labeled with Boolean expressions over atomic propositions of the system.
Recently, Al-Bataineh and Rosenblum [1] propose a new framework for decentralized LTL monitoring based on the notion of the tableau technique, where the monitored formula is represented and decomposed using tableau decomposition rules. In their framework, they develop also a logical inference engine that allows processes to propagate their observations as truth values of atomic formula, compound formulas, and temporal formula which depends mainly on the syntactic structure of the formula and the observation power of processes.
Conclusion and Future Work
We presented a novel framework for decentralized monitoring of LTL formulas based on the notion of formula progression table. The formula progression table is a mathematical table that shows all possible resulting forms of the main formula under different truth assignments of its variables. The progression table can be used to extract several useful information about the analyzed formula including logical influence weights of the variables in the formula and to identify variables with highest logical influence on the outcome of the formula. We showed how formula progression table can be used to optimize decentralized monitoring solutions of LTL formulas by synthesizing efficient communication strategies for processes and propagating information in an optimal way. In future work, we aim to employ some decomposition techniques to split the global LTL formula into local LTL expressions. This would allow processes to construct multiple progression tables, which help to avoid the memory-explosion problem of the formula progression table when dealing with large LTL formulas.
